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ABSTRACT 
 

COVID-19 stretch is sensitively severe for many inhabitants, altering routine life in extraordinary ways. 

All sections of the world – including employers and employees – should act responsibly to defend 

themselves and every other and assist complementary extend to the virus. WHO recommends that and 

basic information on COVID-19, and on how employers can defend their human resource, what actions 

they must to take in the workplace and additional associated factors? 

Despite COVID-19’s pessimistic effects, it is likely that we all have the same opinion on one thing – 

we’ve well-read. 

Subsequently limiting business was made compulsory to close shop and administer all their human 

resources distantly the knowledge arc for manager was originally abrupt. So far this new-fangled 

implementation 
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had bought some important instruction about how to enhance employee engagement that should not be 

beyond in the ‘new normal’. 

Employee engagement refers to the arousing assurance an employee has to their organization and its 

human resources, idea and goal. It is NOT about employee fulfillment, high salaries or thanking an 

employee after a elongated day of effort. Many companies make the inaccuracy of treating employee 

engagement as a human resources matter, when it is essential for business individual that is correct to 

the superior board, this article is also for you! 

The responsibility is on administration to bring in job method and policies that care for the emotional 

relations between employees and their workplaces and stimulate them to stay behind dedicated to the 

company lasting long. 

Keywords: COVID-19, employee engagement, employee relation, employer, productivity, 

performance 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Employees’ fulfillment is fundamental to show off in any organization in this business world. Only a 

fantastic employee is capable enough of maintaining a good interaction with their environment which 

also enhances the output. The continuing Covid-19 experience changed the functioning prospect being 

large. Each HR (Human Resource) surrounded by a operational view Endeavour to regulate their 

possess requirements with the provisions of the situation. Remote working has turn out to be an 

accepted expression. It is not immediately the worker, independently, yet the involvement and the all-

purpose community, and the world, in general, to get tuned to this new situation. People are obligated to 

survive in community separation and moving and social distancing due to lockdown. Industries and 

organizations are bound to Work from Home (WFH) with the help of diverse online digital platforms 

like hangout meet, WebEx, webinars, zoom cloud, telegram, etc. During COVID -19 at what time there 

is no alternative. The online platforms are creature used to make easy a range of services online to 

the Employee relations programs that are normally measurement of a Human Resource process planned 

to pledge the best deployment of individuals to attain the task of a business firm. The appearance 
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‘worker relations’ alludes to an organization’s endeavors to supervise relatives among managers and 

workers. An association with a well-mannered delegate relationships program gives practical and 

expected action to all 

recruits so they will be paying attention on their employments and realistic to the association. Such 

projects similarly plan to prevent and make your mind up issue rising from situation at work. 

There are four main factors to focus on Employee Relations as discussed by the Robbins, A. (2017). 

These are: 

 Reaction 
 

 Rewards 

 

 Advance in employees 

 

 Improved communication 

Employees need explanation, they require to be taught and expand and perk up. Furnishing them with 

the instructions and direction they have to turn up by holding consecutive analysis meetings like a 

month-to-month one-on-ones, will be intensely appreciated. Gratitude and positive reception mean such 

an enormous sum to human resources and truly stimulating huge efforts is what which moves them to 

maintain it up. Remunerating your cluster properly is the main object that leads to a culture of 

appreciation among employee and leader, at last stirring your representatives to keep on buckling losing 

for you and the organization. Communicating that representative’s approval is very important to you, on 

an specialist and personality level, is a main articulation that will motivate their regard and stay them 

locked in. putting resources into their carries on with all over the place and not accurately busy 

operational will be gainful for everyone. In any association, communication is the key. Representatives 

spend most of their days at work so it’s considerable that they feel immense with their director and 

contented in their assignments (Robbins, A. 2017). Creating and reinforcing relations among individuals 

at employment is basic for in order sharing with the objective that organizations can quickly react to the 

present unique business condition (Chen &Tjosvold, 2010). In such a scenario of COVID-19 pandemic, 

both the employee and employer are accountable to preserve harmony in relationships. According to 

Abrol, S. & Madan, V (2020), there are some responsibilities an employer needs to pay attention to 

maintain employee relations in good stipulation: 
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  Supervision and Direct all business exercises to assure the safety and support of employees. 

  Advancing video conferencing for gathering over the face-to-face gatherings and creating a 

intellect of belongingness between the employees. 

  Giving a privileged workplace and suitable resources for distant functioning that are arranged, 

sorted out and kept up; 

 Set up strategy in case of disaster and emergencies. 

Now here are some of the points as a focal on by employers and employees to keep the relations in a 

enhanced mode. Few significant 

issues about how employers and HR employees /Consultants are challenged to reorganize, revamp and 

think out of the box and bring forth the best practices for management their businesses and industries 

by bringing the perception of ‘Employee-Connect ‘and adoption of a scheme of reskilling, and 

multiskilling community about expertise, intend thoughts, analytics and to arrange our nation more 

capable and demanding and emotion linked and connected with their association. 

  To protect themselves as well as other people from harm over the distance of their effort just as 

the representative hardware, for example, industry with any PC given by the business and 

announcing any imperfections in the comparable to the selling rapidly. 

  To report any grievance rising from work achievement to their manager right away so that 

remedial actions can be taken at accurate time for the even operation of the organization. 

  To be focused and strong-minded towards career errands and keep the employee self-esteem 

elevated by constantly appealing them with the association and making a constant understanding 

with them by calling them and asking their well living being and providing them all sorts of 

services and facilities along with the financial compensation during Covid-19 stage. 

Employee compulsion goes precedent exercises, games, and occasions that drives implementation. 

Commitment of staff plays a very 
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fundamental task in the intact association and understand their enthusiasm, where, and how they fit in. 

This prompts an enhanced self- motivated. Associations with a interrelated with the employees outflank 

their deviation. The idea of employee commitment is an opinion of how happily individuals are with 

their scrupulous employments, operational circumstances, and how creative their demonstration levels 

are? Management high state of mind among workers can be of important benefit to any relationship, as 

successfully drew in laborers are gradually money-making and stay at the back sensible to the 

organization. Relations with high diplomat promise levels are increasingly profitable and the sky is the 

boundary from there helpful than those relations with low degrees of employee engagement (Mehta, D. 

& Mehta, N.K. 2013). 

Here are five key areas explored by Kular, et al. (2008): 

 

1. The meaning of “Employee Engagement” 
 

2. Management for Employee Engagement 

 

3. Consequences to the organization in case of employee engagement 
 

4. The Relation between individual characteristics and engagement 

 

5. The Relation between employee representation and engagement The present learning is 

together with both the phases- pre and post COVID-19 pandemic situation. That is based on the 

basic concepts and factor disturbing employee relations and their engagement. There is a 
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requirement for considerate about the outlook of employees and their performance. Employee relation 

features involves listening, influencing, communicating, solving problems, counselling people when 

they are so much endangered to uphold work-life balance during this disaster period. People are facing 

issues on many fronts be it delicate or specialized obverse, the company should level out and advice 

and resolve an assortment of issue and identify with them when they necessitate it most 

Need of the Study 
 

The virus COVID-19 has enforced everyone to stay home and nations globally forced lockdown to keep 

away from the impact of Corona virus on the fitness of individuals. Shops, business offices, malls, 

educational institutions, transport, and all other essentials for routine life remain shutting down. In such 

a situation employees are asked to do work from home or by other means devoid of presence at 

workplace. That creates a communication gap, prevention of consumer and colleague meetings, or face 

to face interactions. In such a circumstances, keeping oneself obsessive about work is getting hard-

hitting for employees. Output and Routine are getting exaggerated leading to poor consequences. The 

pledge to achieve goal and purpose is not now up to the values. All that confusion leads to having a 

collision on employee relations. At the same 

time, it is being paid tough to remain occupied with full willpower and excitement for the employees. 

Objectives of the Study 
 

1.  To understand the cause of employee relations and employee engagement. 

2.  To analyze the impact of COVID-19 on employee relations and engagement. 

3.  To observe the factors affecting the employee relation and 

engagement. 

4.  To study the present circumstances of employee relations in context 

with employee engagement. 

Research Methodology 
 

The current study is logical and descriptive in nature. The secondary data collection method has been 

adopted from a variety of research papers, articles, and publications as per the condition. 
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Literature Review 
 

1. The intellect assists human resources considering how employment is linked above all the 

divisions, levels, and units in the foundation just as adjusting crafted by those to 

the organisational fundamental behavior and wants (Pulakos& O’Leary, 2011). 

2. As indicated by Koster, Stokman, Hodson, and Sanders (2007) sharing shared objectives 

authorize employees to direct their endeavours to the achievement of that exact purpose, 

though with the intention of to take place there have to to be involvement and harmonized 

attempt amongst employees. In the deficiency of clash, the institute leads to enormous 

associations stuck between human resources as they like an additional also, gathering 

contribution fulfill employers’ have to have a optimistic and long-haul association with 

others (Giebels and Johnson, 2005). 

3.  The lack of conflicts is an significant circumstance for high- quality associations, 

statement, and solid employee acquaintances. Managerial clashes in the business 

damage the effort of the work atmosphere, employee assurance, and crowd routine 

(Brinkert, 2010). 

4. As indicated by Jing et al. (2011), inappropriate message and strained relational 

connections may basically without delay employment dissatisfaction and all along with 

these lines’ deprived trustworthy implementation. The authors additional express that if 

there is better announcement surrounded by 

the involvement, employees can lend a hand in beam of the reality that they have rock-

solid links. 

5.  As per the view of Thatcher and Brown (2010), communication encourages thoughts 

and togetherness functioning dealings among a various collection of recruits. 

6. Purcell et al. (2003) featured that delegate obligation is just significant if there is a 

authentic time allocation of responsibility between the executive, what’s more, 

representatives over issues of body. 
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7. Lucas et al. (2006) saw that Employee right to be heard can characterize as the ability for 

representatives to have input to choices that are through in relations. 

8.  Robinson et al. (2004) featured the implication of, feeling honored and built-in as a key 

driver of obligation. Robinson et al. (2004) articulated this be capable of be a precious 

indicator to associations towards those part of working life that have need of authentic 

thoughtfulness if obligation levels are to be kept up or enhanced. 

9. Cooper (1997) clarified that approach are suitably overseen as an alternative of 

clogged out at work, they can make hope, attachment, and accountability, and barely 

credible ability 

gains by inhabitants, groups, and  associations. May et al. (2004) contended that 

worker obligation is recognized with passionate encounters and affluence. 

10. As per Robinson (2006) nation place and make approach of occasions and 

situation as per their possess one of a type and human being casing of orientation, which 

mirrors their quality, past come upon, in series, requirements, and in progress needs, and 

wellbeing. 

11. Schaufeli and Bakker (2004) opined that linked with representatives are a 

certainly going away to have a additional famous link to their involvement and a 

subordinate preference to end. 

12. Beardwell and Claydon (2007) found that Employee relationship is viewed as a 

crucial regulation of ‘delicate’ HRM, wherever the core is after contagious the opinion of 

representatives, what’s more, assembly certain regarding their commitment. 

13. As indicated by Lawler and Worley (2006) for a high- inclusion work carry out to 

be flourishing and for it to absolutely influence employee obligation, representatives 

have got to be known power. 
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In any case, COVID-19 force is inevitable captivating a gander at their status of community assurance, 

nonexistence of willingness, and its injurious natural history, their financial associates need not! With 

the accurate course and bearing, the management behind each organization can be trained concerning 

the danger to barrier alongside the correspondent. All the way through a flourishing welfare protection, 

the organizations can moderately overwhelming repercussion, for their labor force just as to formulate 

about their outstanding. In this complicated occasion, partnership has to give your word to mind for the 

provisions of the representatives in dilemma An HR specialist have to transport the others mindful go 

keen on the behavior of the organization. The choice in use by Human Resources sways the career of 

the representatives, and the entire personnel or less. This incorporates their capability to accomplish 

something prepared to pay back for fundamentals like foodstuff and accommodation in the middle of 

different costs. These are at a risk for a couple of months (Jaisinghani, A. 2020). As professional 

collective guidelines, advising teams, and societies comprehend the operative devotion suggestion, 

paying attention to its expertise to take care of uncontrollable concerns, two substantial problems have 

appeared. The key proof revolutions all over what representative pledge is and how it must to be 

considered (Macey and Schneider, 2008). The term employee loyalty is as attractive for associations all 

things understood for the expert social orders and counseling teams who move 

on it. The results of worker commitment are reinforced to be what most associations are looking for: 

representatives who are gradually lucrative, advantageous, more protected, more valuable, less 

motivated to revenue, more antagonistic to be gone, and all the supplementary prepared to take part in 

non-compulsory endeavors (Buchanan, 2004; Fleming and Asplund, 2007; The Gallup Organization, 

2001; Wagner and Harter, 2006). The current study has experimental that have been solitary 

concentrated on job assignments gets more challenging as days pass by. Furthermore, the deficiency of 

up close and personal co-operations with friends and directors makes it harder to get outside inspiration 

and can bring about down vital strength and highlight at work. Creative attempts to motivate a 

transcendently inaccessible labor force transforms into a fundamental experiment in situations such as 

these. 

Collaborating in a department facilitates colleagues construct valuable contacts that enhances 

partnership and usually addressing revenue. Work from home circumstances becomes a borderline 

amongst partners and makes it just as tougher to coordinate duties or communicate important 

information essential for the movement. Merging representatives through disputes and exercises 
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instructed virtually is the smallest amount claiming approach to trigger them to stay on vigilant. The 

study talks about the issues a specific person would work on to sustain healthier affairs by participating 

anything fixated on the achievement of responsibilities for the association. 

 

 

Discussion and Analysis 
 

As COVID-19 pandemic needs become the whole world life at its most terrible. It has got the existence 

of the commercial corporation as much harder. The market is becoming sluggish day by day. People are 

getting more vulnerable about openings. Several are losing their careers. There is no appropriate work 

room, coordination, and direction. Individuals are confronting a inadequate operating environment and 

caught in remunerations which dropping behind self-esteem. Individuals are striving for the fulfillment 

of goals whether at a particular intensity or specialized amount. So, this is a frightening condition to 

sustain vocal employee relationships. 

There is an inter-relationship among both the considerations- employee engagement and relations. To 

endure in a healthier approach with both the factors, an assessment is necessary to come up with an 

improved knowledge of the present-day situation. The situation is difficult to sustain personnel 

participate for a particular duration of time as everywhere work from home is going on. Even Though a 

few of the regions are exempting from lockdown but even now social distancing is all around. No 

nation-state is so far proclaimed free from COVID-19. In such a moment one should assist each other 

for better endurance in the enterprise firms and for the efficient functioning of business pursuits. It is 

all about achieving attempts on the way to retaining better employee 

elations and employee engagement. When COVID -19 is scattered all over the world. people all are in a 

devastating state with this epidemic, and it triggered all the trade shut down and this led to an economic 

strike on the worldwide standpoint. Progressively individuals began working from home (WFH) and 

frustrating to improve this monetary and emotional damage and developing more tougher day by day 

and at the same, it also flatters all the employers to appreciate and captivating repair and anxiety of 

their employees and customs and revolving all the fears into chances with their optimistic and active 

mindset. Employees should deliver tougher physical, mental and fiscal safety to their employees by 

generating a demonstrative word with them and by asking their happiness and delivering them fresh and 
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harmless working surroundings and individual defensive equipment and fiscal assistance to them as well 

as their family members. During this hardship Employers must also agony their squad members by 

appealing them in some of the other activities, altering their viewpoint and uniformity of their team 

members and making their members totally eventful with different kind of events, making things more 

creative, pleasant, and skyward utilizing their while and liveliness and their skills in more productive 

ways. 

Recommendations 
 

 

1. To maintain vigorous employee relations among entities of an organization efficient consultation is 

necessary. Better communication diminishes the gap and disputes among individuals. 

2.  During the pandemic COVID-19, face-to-face contacts are less feasible. So, one must take the 

support of technology to remain associated with clients and associates. 

3.  High confidence is a must to remain engaged on target accomplishment. One should operate to 

sustain his/her confidence enhanced which will assist in employee engagement. 

4.  Aspirations and objectives must be obvious in thinking which makes a human being more 

established and dedicated in the direction of job responsibilities. 

5.  Employee relation is much-taking care by the employees so that employees remain happy, 

pleased, and agreed in the direction of the job obligations. On the other hand, employee 

engagement is a component for which workers should pay consideration to. 

6.  COVID-19 pandemic triggering poor underling relations as there is a lack of discussions and 

collaborations among entities. It is getting challenging to preserve coordination and harmony. But 

that is the time to stay focused and motivated and to keep the spirit high for the attainment of goals 

not only at the personal level but also at organizational level. 
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7.  Acceptance of change and challenges is the rule of life. It is the time to fight back against all the 

odds and negativities. Because relations matter a lot for both the survival of employee and 

organization. 

8.  The current scenario is a testing period for all and one on the planet. I talk about employee 

relations and employee engagement then; this is the time to support each other for better growth 

and survival. 

Conclusion 
 

By updating this, it can be said that the COVID-19 pandemic phase is a period of assessments linked to 

relationships in both the aspects- career and personal. Every person, directly or indirectly, battling for 

the improvement in the interaction’s situations. So, it is the obligation of all the persons (employees and 

employers) to give the best to maintain coherence and harmony in the organizational relationships for 

the efficient functioning of business activities. It is a time to develop new abilities, stay cool, and be 

enthusiastic about the work front. Constructively arrangement with skilled life gives development to 

individual relations. It is a time to struggle towards the back versus all the probabilities happening on 

the way of resolve and dedication. Change Over approval must be staying typical in such a situation of 

the pandemic. It is a difficult time  to maintain self-esteem high,  happy 

relationships, and commitment towards the achievement of objectives. If on the one hand, COVID-19 

influences professional association and economy in a undesirable way, this has also compulsory 

corporations to look at substitute behaviors to run actions through distant assembly and acceptance of 

digital technology has been a optimistic change to many people as it keeps staffs fruitful while helping 

in sustaining work-life balance. 
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